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NEW GADGET TO FIGHT CRIME

ms coming from ihc library. Burst-

;
in, he caught a glimpse of a masked

n just opening the wall safe. The

the only illumine

lannfactu

of eatling out for help, tl

bodily on the intruder. The two men
grappled in the dark for a moment until

the robber, seeing his chance, brought

the end of the flashlight down on lain

opponent's head. The manufacturer

slowly sank to the floor.

Then the robber, hearing footsteps

on the hall staircase, swiftly emptied

the safe of its valuables and left through

the rear window by means of which he

had entered.

Hastily discarding the black mask

that had shielded his face, the thief

quickly dropped the loot in the thick

bushes. If he was picked up. the police

him with the crime. He wo

The footsteps heard by the thi.

longed to the butler who had

aroused by the sounds of the st

ould soon have

Instantly notifying the police, the but-

ler then went to the side of his employer

and helped the injured man to a nearby

taken to headquarter

ouse, was found to have been wiped

lean of fingerprints.

“Looks like a perfect crime for—er

-the one who did the job," sneered the

crime," snapped the police officer in

charge of the case. He added signifi-

cantly, "And I hope to be able to prove

Shortly after, a talk thin, angular-

faced man in plainclothes entered the

room at headquarters. Turning to the

manufacturer who was seated next to

the suspect, he asked

:

"You say, you grappled with the un-
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